Spiral CT vs incremental CT: is spiral CT superior in imaging of the brain?
The aim of this study was to evaluate image quality of spiral CT of the brain as compared with incremental CT using identical scanning parameters. Incremental or spiral cranial CT was performed on 46 consecutive, randomized patients with non-traumatic disease of the brain on a Siemens (Erlangen, Germany) Somatom Plus 4. Evaluation was done in a randomized blinded way by two experienced radiologists. Different anatomical structures, image noise, and artifacts were scaled 1 (bad) to 4 (very good). Statistical analysis was done using the F-test of variance for partial sums of squares as well as Student's t-test. Incremental CT was superior to spiral CT for evaluation of the internal capsule, supratentorial artifacts, gray/white matter differentiation, and image noise. No statistically significant differences were seen for evaluation of the pons, infratentorial artifacts, and eye muscles. With identical scanning parameters incremental CT is superior to spiral CT in the assessment of small, complex structures in a low-contrast setting. No differences are seen for larger structures or small structures in a medium-contrast range. Artifacts localized close to the skull in spiral CT can easily mimic hemorrhage in traumatized patients. Spiral CT should therefore only be used for CT angiography and if 3D reconstructions are needed.